GRT: An Automated Test Generator using Orchestrated Program Analysis
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Abstract—While being highly automated and easy to use, existing techniques of random testing suffer from low code coverage and defect detection ability for practical software applications. Most tools use a pure black-box approach, which does not use knowledge specific to the software under test. Mining and leveraging the information of the software under test can be promising to guide random testing to overcome such limitations.

Guided Random Testing (GRT) implements this idea. GRT performs static analysis on software under test to extract relevant knowledge and further combines the information extracted at run-time to guide the whole test generation procedure. GRT is highly configurable, with each of its six program analysis components implemented as a pluggable module whose parameters can be adjusted. Besides generating test cases, GRT also automatically creates a test coverage report. We show our experience in GRT tool development and demonstrate its practical usage using two concrete application scenarios.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Unit testing is an important quality assurance technique in software development, but manually crafting unit test cases is labor-intensive. In general, unit testing consists of three steps: creating test inputs, executing tests, and checking test outputs. An easy-to-use test generation tool can be valuable, if it automates one or more of these steps and has reasonable test effectiveness (e.g., high code coverage, defect detection ability) to assist the development of practical software systems.

In unit testing of object-oriented programs, the methods in the software under test (SUT) are the basic entities. To exercise the target behavior of a method under test (MUT) m, test inputs type-compatible with the parameter types are needed to execute m. Starting with primitive values, which are the fundamental elements of object states, object-oriented testing techniques construct test input objects incrementally. The primitive values are used as parameters to invoke constructors and methods to create more complex object states. The sequence of method calls is further expanded to produce more diverse object states so that desirable inputs can be generated for the MUT. In the end, the generated test cases usually consist of three parts: initial primitive (or constant) values, method sequences, and assertions. As generating assertions amounts to the classic test oracle problem [36], [3], [29], which requires extra information of expected behavior, most automatic testing techniques focus on finding better initial values and creating useful method sequences.

However, a large number of software systems cannot be tested exhaustively due to the enormous state space of possible initial values and combinations of method calls. Random testing [14] automatically generates test sequences to execute different paths in an MUT. However, random testing techniques are known to suffer from low code coverage on real-world applications. To improve random testing, feedback-directed random testing (FRT) [25], [27], [26] incrementally builds more and longer test sequences by randomly selecting an MUT and reusing previously generated method sequences (that return objects) as input to execute the MUT until a time limit is hit. Unfortunately, FRT still suffers low code coverage in some cases [33], [18], [38].

In this paper, we present a fully automatic test generator, called GRT, which generates test cases with high code coverage [21]. GRT shares the common idea of FRT by leveraging the feedback of method execution, but it addresses several issues of random testing and FRT through an orchestration of static and dynamic program analyses. GRT only requires the SUT and the necessary dependency libraries to work: No extra information, such as program specifications, previous test cases, or code bases, is needed. As a tool for unit testing, GRT provides the following advantages:

1) GRT combines information from static and dynamic analysis to guide test generation. This enables GRT to generate useful unit test cases with high code coverage for real-world programs.
2) GRT is fully automatic and requires no extra information other than the SUT and its dependency libraries to generate test cases. A user just needs to start GRT and waits for the test generation process to complete.
3) GRT is well modularized in that all of its components are pluggable under the basic FRT framework. Each component can be easily improved or replaced. The modularity of GRT’s architecture makes it highly flexible and adaptable. GRT can serve as platform to facilitate further research in software testing.

II. GRT: GUIDED RANDOM TESTING

During our design of GRT [21], we identified several common concerns that potentially influence the testing effectiveness of FRT:

Selection of initial values. Although random testing produces test inputs randomly in general, to compose useful
complex objects, suitable initial values, especially primitive values, are required as the basis for input object construction.

**Selection of MUT.** To achieve higher code coverage, MUTs with uncovered code are natural targets for generating new test cases. Run-time coverage information can be used to steer the process of test generation towards MUTs whose code is not well covered.

**Selection of methods to generate input data.** Object-oriented testing executes methods and usually requires objects as input arguments. The selection of the right methods to generate valid sequences (that return objects) is a central and difficult problem in random testing. We identify two main aspects of method selection:

1) **Properties of methods.** The main properties of a method are characterized by the method signature, including the return type and parameter types. In object-oriented programs, high-level super-types, instead of exact subtypes, are often used to declare parameters for the purpose of design flexibility (i.e., to allow run-time substitution of objects with compatible types). Considering both static and dynamic type information can capture properties of methods more accurately. Moreover, the purity of methods, whether they have side effects or not in changing the MUT, are preferable, as they are often more relevant to test generation.

2) **Dependencies of methods.** It is usually infeasible to consider all applicable methods (MUTs and their dependent methods) in test generation, because this wastes testing effort on methods that are not the targets. However, if the pool of methods to choose from is limited (e.g., only the MUTs), necessary objects of certain types cannot be created by FRT, making all the MUTs depending on such objects unable to be tested. Thus, the pool of available methods needs to be chosen appropriately. Dependencies among methods can be explored to identify relevant methods.

**Composition of method sequences.** FRT generates new method sequences based on concatenation of existing sequences. Existing tools mostly compose sequences by selecting a sequence returning an object with compatible type at random, but a well designed strategy can optimize this task by considering several factors related to the cost-effectiveness of testing, such as the time required to execute a sequence and the likelihood to cover more unexecuted code.

To address these issues and also keep the technique open to further enhancement, we propose the architecture of GRT [21] as shown in Fig. 1: First, GRT performs static analysis on the MUTs to extract information. Second, tests are generated at run-time guided by dynamic analysis. The run-time phase is based on the original framework of feedback-directed random testing [27], with GRT components plugged into each step. Specifically, GRT has six collaborative components, which are orchestrated so that program information (either static or dynamic) is extracted by some components at specific steps and passed to others to facilitate their tasks. The rest of this section describes details of the design and implementation of each GRT’s component.

**Constant mining** enriches the initial set of primitive values by extracting constants from the SUT through static analysis. The mined constant values are useful to create more diverse objects to cover more branches. We implement constant mining as an abstract interpreter based on the ASM interpreter framework [5]. It analyzes the Java bytecode of each class under test (CUT) and performs constant propagation and folding. Since constant mining analyzes Java bytecode, rather than source code, it is able to work even if the source code of the SUT is unavailable.

To be scalable, constant mining manages the extracted constants in two levels, namely global level and local level. At the global level, constants are prioritized so that those used frequently by many classes are more likely to be used for test input generation. At the local level, when generating test cases for an MUT, constants mined from the MUT’s declaring class (i.e., the CUT) are preferable, as they are often more relevant to the MUT and thus effective to cover specific branches.

**Impurity** boosts the effect of constant mining through input fuzzing by favoring methods that can change object states. Meanwhile, the input fuzzing can be enhanced with constants extracted by constant mining. For primitive numeric values, we adopt a Gaussian distribution, with the assumption that the extracted constants from constant mining are already close to satisfying some branch conditions. The deviation of the Gaussian distribution and the ratio to perform fuzzing are determined by the SUT-specific features. String values are fuzzed by randomly inserting, replacing or removing a character, and taking a substring of a given string.

It is challenging to fuzz non-primitive objects, as it requires to identify methods that mutate the object states. To this end,
we perform purity analysis to determine whether an MUT has side effects and prefer methods with side effects. When a non-primitive object is selected as input and requires fuzzing, we use the corresponding impure methods to mutate the object before passing it to the MUT. The current GRT implements Impurity based on the ReIm & ReImInfer framework [15] because of its scalability and robustness. ReIm & ReImInfer analyzes the reference purity information of an SUT, and infers side effects of all methods. This framework does not require an expensive, complete analysis of the program. Its algorithm infers method purity using the type system.

**Elephant Brain** manages all the objects stored in the object pool by using exact (run-time) type. The type information is obtained by analyzing objects returned by the execution of the method sequences through reflection. We store a method sequence into the object pool by using the exact type of the returned object as key. When an MUT requires an input with declared static type $T$, we search in the object pool for sequences that return object with compatible type of $T$. We perform random selection to use exact type match or subtype match with a user-defined ratio (default=0.5). Elephant Brain can find objects that cannot be generated using static type information alone, so it equips other components, such as Impurity and Detective, with additional exact type information to improve their effectiveness.

**Detective** constructs objects that are needed to test MUTs but cannot be found in the main object pool. Detective performs static analysis on MUTs to find their input and output type dependencies, and constructs the missing input objects on demand at run-time. When an input object of type $T$ is needed, Detective first randomly constructs an object with type $T$ or subtypes of $T$ (if $T$ represents an interface or an abstract class). Then, it analyzes all methods of $T$ that can return the corresponding objects, and recursively finds methods returning objects that are type compatible with parameters of the previous methods. After finding all relevant methods, Detective executes them in a topological order: the method that does not depend on return values of other methods is executed first. If an object of the required type $T$ is successfully generated, it is stored in the main object pool for further use. Other generated objects are kept in a secondary object pool for further fast querying. Using the secondary object pool avoids polluting the main object pool with many irrelevant objects.

**Orienteering** estimates the execution cost of each method sequence by analyzing its execution time and length of the sequence (i.e., the number of method invocation statements). We calculate a weight for each sequence based on these two kinds of information. The weight is so defined that less costly method sequences have higher probability of being selected, while expensive method sequences that generate interesting new objects are also included. Orienteering accelerates the overall test generation process of GRT.

**Bloodhound** intelligently selects MUTs that are not well covered. By covering more code of an MUT, more program states can be reached, which potentially creates objects to further improve testing effectiveness. Bloodhound records coverage information of the target MUTs, calculates a weight for each of them, and randomly selects the next MUT based on the weight. In most cases, it is prohibitively expensive to monitor code coverage after the execution of each single method sequence. In addition, always selecting MUT with low code coverage is problematic, since they can contain branches that are too difficult to cover. To solve these issues, Bloodhound recalculates the coverage weight of each MUT periodically, and balances the selection of MUTs with low code coverage and those selected less often.

Bloodhound adapts the robust coverage evaluation tool JaCoCo [17] to monitor code coverage. JaCoCo does not support online coverage profiling, so we modify JaCoCo so that each covered code fragment and branch of the executed method sequence are stored for further analysis. When test generation starts, Bloodhound loads and instruments the CUT with the probes to collect code coverage information. If the corresponding part of the code is executed, the probes in that executed code fragment will be marked as covered by the executed test case.

## III. Usage Scenarios

As GRT is designed to be an automatic test generator, which does not require any user intervention after being launched, the current implementation is a command-line tool without graphical user interface. This section demonstrates two main usage scenarios of GRT: (1) detecting defects in the current version of a program and (2) generating regression tests for future program versions.

### A. Defect Detection

The first usage scenario is using GRT to generate test cases to find defects in the current version of a program. There are only three steps to follow:

1) Prepare the program to be tested. Specifically, the user first builds the program and puts the built classes (*.class files) of the SUT into a directory `<sut_dir>`. Then the user needs to place all libraries necessary to build the program and the program source code (optional) into directories `<lib_dir>` and `<src_dir>`, respectively.

2) Run GRT to generate test cases using the command below:

```
java -jar GRT.jar <sut_dir> \
--mptest_SUT_Src_Path=<src_dir> \
--mptest_SUTLibPaths=<lib_dir> \n--timelimit=<time_budget> \n--output-tests=fail
```

GRT also provides a shell script template that allows the user to directly execute GRT with slight adjustments on the parameters. After GRT completes test generation, it outputs JUnit test cases that have failed.

3) For the failed test cases, the user needs to perform manual analysis to check whether they detect real bugs in the SUT or they are false positives.

For non-trivial programs, GRT may generate many failed tests, making it difficult to manually analyze all of them. We recommend the following steps of manual analysis:

1. By default, GRT uses exceptions and the predefined contracts of the base class `java.lang.Object` (e.g., the reflexivity property of `equals()`) as the test oracle [27].
1) Filter out test cases that are obviously caused by issues that are known to be less relevant to real defects. These issues include:

- **Deprecated methods.** Methods may be marked as `deprecated` if they contain or expose design flaws. Such methods are usually removed from the program in the future. Tests involving such code often reveal previously known issues. The failed test cases may be considered as true positives, but as the code tends to be removed soon, the possible defects may not be fixed. Ignoring these issues allows the user to focus on unknown flaws.
- **Internal packages.** Some packages are specific to the given reference implementation and not supposed to be used by others. Possibly unsafe API uses found by test cases are therefore irrelevant.
- **Stack overflows in containers.** Container classes, such as those in the Java Collections, Apache Collections and Guava, usually allow recursive nesting of data. For example, a test case can insert a list `l1` into another list `l2`, followed by an insertion of `l2` into `l1`. As a result, operations such as list iteration or a call to method `toString()` will never terminate on the list objects.\(^2\)

2) Compare the failure stack traces of the failed test cases, and classify similar failed tests (with similar stack traces) as one issue for further analysis.

3) For the remaining classified failed tests, check whether they reveal true defects by analyzing the program code and relevant documentation (if available).

### B. Regression Test generation

The second usage scenario is using GRT to generate regression test cases to help developers capture defects introduced by program changes. This scenario consists of four steps:

1) Preparation the program to be tested is identical to that of the first scenario: After compilation, the source files, compiled files, and necessary libraries have to be placed in their respective directories.

2) Run GRT to generate test cases using the command below:

   ```java
   java -jar GRT.jar <sut_dir> \
   --mptest_SUTLibPaths=<lib_dir> \
   --mptest_SUT_Src_Path=<src_dir> \
   --timelimit=<time_budget> \
   --output-tests=pass
   ```

   Note that the command sets the option `--output-tests` to *pass*, instead of *fail*. It is critical, because GRT is used to output all passed test cases, rather than failed ones, as regression tests that capture the behavior of the current version of the SUT.

3) Although all the generated test cases have passed during test generation, some of them may still fail in future executions (when being used as regression tests) on the same program, due to non-deterministic behavior. To mitigate this problem, GRT provides a test cleaner that removes such flaky tests iteratively.

4) When program changes occur, the user can run the generated test cases as normal JUnit test cases to detect regression in the new program version.

### IV. EXPERIENCE

The design and implementation of GRT have lasted for more than a year. During this period, we gained valuable experience in using GRT on real-world programs.

We applied GRT to over 30 open source projects. The results show its scalability and effectiveness in achieving high code coverage [21]. We also used GRT to detect real bugs by generating test cases for 10 well developed and maintained programs. The test cases successfully detected 23 previously unknown bugs that are confirmed by developers. For example, in the Apache Commons Codec project, GRT generates the simple test case as below:

```java
public void test() throws Throwable {
    DoubleMetaphone var0 = new DoubleMetaphone();
    boolean var3 = var0.isDoubleMetaphoneEqual("", "", false);
}
```

After the test case failed, our manual analysis revealed that the failure was caused by the incorrect implementation of encoding empty strings (or other special strings). In the method `isDoubleMetaphoneEqual` in class `DoubleMetaphone`, a string is first encoded and then compared by invoking method `equals()`. However, some strings (e.g., the empty string) are encoded as `null`, causing a null pointer exception during the comparison of equality.

Another example is a test case generated by GRT on Apache Commons Compress. The test case reveals a bug of `ChangeSet` by adding the input data and invoking `deleteDir`, which leads to an exception. Randoo cannot detect the bug, because `ByteArrayInputStream` is not a class in the SUT and none of its methods is present in the method pool of Randoo, making it impossible to create an instance of the class (i.e., `var5`). In GRT, the `ChangeListener` starts with `ChangeEvent` and finds missing objects transitively, so GRT can identify the need for an instance of `java.io.ByteArrayInputStream`.

```java
public void test() throws Throwable {
    ChangeSet var0 = new ChangeSet();
    SevenZArchiveEntry var1 = new SevenZArchiveEntry();
    byte[] var3 = new byte[] { (byte)10, (byte)10 };
    java.io.ByteArrayInputStream var5 = new java.io.ByteArrayInputStream(var3, 1, 1);
    TarArchiveInputStream var6 = new TarArchiveInputStream(var5);
    var0.add((ArchiveEntry)var1);
    java.io.InputStream var6;
    var0.deleteDir("0x7875_ZipExtra_Field:UID=1000_GID=1002");
}
```

We used GRT to detect defects collected by the Defects4J framework [19]. The purpose of Defects4J is to facilitate controlled study in software testing. For each bug, Defects4J has a fixed version, a buggy version, and a patch. The fixed version is converted into the buggy version by applying the patch, which simulates the situation of introducing a bug during program changes. We used GRT to generate regression test cases for the fixed (correct) version of each pair of program versions, applied the patch, and ran the regression test cases to check whether they could reveal the introduced bug in...
the buggy version. In this setting of regression testing, GRT detects 147 (out of 224) real bugs from four studied subject programs [21].

GRT also participated in the third round of the SBST Java unit testing tool contest, in which test cases were generated on a per class basis (instead of complete programs) [30], [22]. Among all the seven participating tools, GRT obtained the highest score, in terms of code coverage, mutation score, and execution time. While the detailed scores indicate that GRT still has room for improvement (the combined result of all participating tools is better than individual tools), the overall result demonstrates the effectiveness and efficiency of GRT.

V. RELATED WORK

While a large body of work on automated testing exists [1], [24], [28], [9], this section only discusses publicly accessible tools that are closely related to GRT.

1) Random Test Generators: Most mainstream random test generators create input objects as method sequences, whose returning objects can be used as inputs for further test generation. JCrasher [6] adopts top-down input object construction by using a parameter graph to analyze method dependencies and to create test sequences. Eclat [25] and Randoop [27], [26] perform feedback-directed random test generation to incrementally construct complex objects from primitive types, in a bottom-up style. GRT adopts the basic framework of feedback-directed random testing and addresses several common issues to improve test effectiveness.

Some tools combine external knowledge and random testing to improve code coverage and bug detection ability. MSeqGen [33] mines client code bases to extract frequently used sequence patterns to assist test generation. OCAT [18] captures input object states by running developer-written test cases, and directly uses these objects as input for random test generation. Similar to OCAT, Palus [38] trains a method sequence model from existing test cases, and uses the derived model to guide test generation at run-time. GRT also performs program analysis and uses the analysis results to guide test generation at run-time. GRT differentiates from previous work in that GRT is fully automated and requires no additional sources of information (e.g., existing test cases and code bases) other than the SUT itself.

2) Systematic Test Generators: Symbolic execution represents input as symbolic values and uses abstract semantics for execution to collect the path constraints. The constraints are solved by constraint solvers to derive input object states that satisfy corresponding branch conditions. Symbolic PathFinder [20] is a representative test generator based on symbolic execution. There are also tools combining random testing and symbolic execution, including DART [13], Cute and JCute [32], [31], Pex [34], and Dsc [16].

Bounded exhaustive testing is an alternative systematic approach. It exhaustively generates method sequences up to a small bound of sequence length, and is implemented in tools such as TestEra [23], Korat [4] and Symstra [37]. The technique implemented by GRT is orthogonal to systematic approaches, and the combination of both kinds of techniques is an important direction of our future work.

3) Evolutionary Test Generators: Evolutionary test generators (e.g., eToc [35], Testful [2]) start with randomly generated test sequences and use evolutionary algorithms to evolve and search for test sequences that optimize certain fitness functions (e.g., branch coverage, mutation score). EvoSuite represents the current state-of-the-art evolutionary test generator [10], [7], [12], which goes beyond traditional techniques by adopting a hybrid approach to generate and optimize the whole test suites. EvoSuite is shown to be effective in achieving high coverage on real-world software [9], [11]. EvoSuite is also used to study the impact of constant seeding strategies in search-based software testing [8]. Compared with EvoSuite, GRT currently does not include some optimizations that could further improve efficacy of test generation. Using a basic framework with lower complexity (guided random testing vs. evolutionary testing), GRT usually requires less time for test generation, which is desirable when testing resources are limited. We believe that some components of GRT could also be adapted to evolutionary test generators for further enhancement.

VI. DISCUSSION

The original motivation of developing GRT is to improve feedback directed random testing by addressing a number of key issues that limit the test code coverage. As the basic framework of FRT is quite general, GRT is highly flexible. Constant mining can be extended to mine constant values from other sources of information, such as existing test cases, execution traces, and even documentation. Impurity can be replaced with other side-effect analyses, for example, to know which variables may be changed by a method, in addition to whether or not the method is pure. Similarly, other components can be improved with more advanced program analysis techniques. The overall result can be used to demonstrate the usefulness of new techniques or combinations of existing techniques in the context of test generation.

As an automatic test generator, GRT can be directly used to generate test cases for different purposes. First, GRT itself can be considered as a representative random testing tool (similar to Randoop) for software testing research. For example, it can be the baseline in evaluation. Moreover, test cases generated by GRT can be useful to drive dynamic analysis or produce dynamic information (such as code coverage and runtime states) to facilitate related software engineering research, including model inference, fault localization, program repair, etc.

More information on GRT’s usage, including the detailed descriptions of parameters and the complete set of experimental results, its video demonstration and reproduction package are available at:

http://www.sites.google.com/site/grtprojectut/download
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